Huawei Twitter and Facebook August 6 – 11

Dennis Amari @dennisjamari • Aug 6
I just published Telecom Myth #1: Instantaneous Software Updates and Patches

Huawei has the unrestricted ability to access any customer’s networks—hardware and software—in order to facilitate illicit actions at...

[HUawei logo]

Show this thread

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA • Aug 6
The pandemic is illuminating the value of #connectivity and #privacy. #CYMI
check out this webinar where Huawei’s Joerg Thomas, Mark Rasch at Andrew Grosso & Associates and @jtrevorhughes of @privacypros explain why.
itinyurl.com/y3jz8de5

[DANIEL SIEBERG HUAWEI USA]
demonstrates the need to reflect on the lessons learned

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA • Aug 6
Learn how the Huawei ICTAcademy is helping cultivate a talent ecosystem to support the growth of the ICT industry. #Education4All

[HUA] Huawei ICT Academy: Building a Talent Ecosystem and...
Based on more than 30 years of technical accumulation and talent cultivation practices, Huawei...
[huawei.com]

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA • Aug 6
When connected, you can do so much more. #Together2020

[Videographic image]
Huawei's Cloud Classroom enables users to connect to virtual desktops anytime, anywhere. What will you learn today?

Cloud Classroom — Huawei solutions
Huawei's Classroom Solution provides new multimedia teaching modes with higher data security, higher...

Working the 3 in 1 magic with NatalyOsmann. Connect your individual Huawei devices with just one tap and experience how seamless connectivity works its charm in your everyday life.

Here's the thing: when companies invest in innovation, results happen. #FactsMatter tinyurl.com/y9q2kqwd
Cutting down on our emissions for a greener earth. 🌍

HuaweiUSA 📞 HuaweiUSA • Aug 8
and used 1.25 billion kWh of clean energy

The industry needs to come together and collaborate for #5G deployments.

HuaweiUSA 📞 HuaweiUSA • Aug 7
It’s not governments anymore by themselves, it’s a multi stakeholder environment... a lot of this is about working together.

Bruce McConnell
Executive Vice President at EastWest Institute

Educational inequality is a huge global problem. However, digital tech can make education more accessible and effective. Check out our #TECH4ALL programs that bring opportunities to children and communities around the world.

HuaweiUSA 📞 HuaweiUSA • Aug 8
A cool smartwatch can motivate you to workout. See why @breegrant chose Huawei’s #WatchGT2e via @popsugarau.
5G is upon us, but how fast is the network, really?

A red train transports visitors through Huawei's stunning Ox Horn campus in Dongguan. Take a tour with us! #WeAreHuawei

Have you heard? @cloudsa will bring its summit to Beijing Cyber Security Conference (BCSC) this month! On August 10, join industry leaders including our CSO @andy_purdy, as they discuss ways to tackle the challenges of cybersecurity in the age of #5G. tinyurl.com/y5x7efx7

There are education gaps around the world that are keeping different regions from pushing forward. Our #TECH4ALL initiative is working to close them.

TECH4ALL: Driving Equity and Quality in Education... Join us for an inspiring webinar in which global industry leaders from UN organizations, government...
TechTuesday is on the way! If you have questions about how technology is helping rural education - send them along. DonMorrissey will be answering them all at 2 p.m. ET on 8/11. *AskHuaweiUSA

RURAL EDUCATION Q&A
with Don Morrissey
Director of Congressional and Legislative Affairs at Huawei
Tuesday, Aug. 11, at 2 p.m. ET
#TECHTUESDAYQ&A

Huawei is committed to bridging the digitaldivide in education, that's why we launched the DigiTruck initiative to bring resources to rural communities. See what @ndongjatta, director of @UNESCO Regional Office says about Huawei's TECH4ALL program. tinyurl.com/y3qygzon

“New Value Together” is our theme for HuaweiConnect 2020. Join us and industry experts as we explore how cloud, AI & 5G is driving digital transformation for businesses and individuals. Register for the free webcast now: tinyurl.com/yytdx9vt
5G is creating 5 key opportunities for industries around the world. Discover what they are at the #5GForGood Summit with Yang Chaobin, President of Huawei Wireless Network Solution: tinyurl.com/4gc3bzg #5GtoB

SC for Good Summit: Building a Fully Connected, Intelligent World

Innovate for New Value

• 5G for Good Summit

Yang Chaobin
President of Huawei Wireless Network Solution

#DYK where the world's 3rd-largest island is? We were once stuck in the jungle of Kalimantan. Digging our car out of the mud seemed like mission impossible. Watch this true story. #Indonesia #InsightsOutside #WhoAreWe

There's a science to style. Alongside @ElleUK, we're talking about what the design of the #P40 Series really means. tinyurl.com/yxssbmup

#HDC2020 is coming... it's time to experience a fully connected, intelligent world. Want in? Save the Date now: September 10-12, 2020.
The road to 5G will be worth it. If you have a more resilient network and a really fast and high bandwidth network, all use cases increase.

Omer Koker, Senior Consultant, Managing Director of Objects Consulting

Want a career in STEM? Hear a few words of inspiration from Dr. Mitch Aide from @RainforestCx.

Who has questions! #TechTuesday starts now! #AskHuaweiUSA

Stacks on stacks! Introducing Huawei’s full-stack AscendAI software: this solution is set to bring convenience, accessibility and ultimate performance to developers, startups and organizations across industries.

RURAL EDUCATION Q&A with Don Morrissey, Director of Congressional and Legislative Affairs at Huawei.
Tuesday, Aug. 11, at 2 p.m. ET #TechTuesdayQ&A
TechTuesday Q: What can 5G bring to schools? #AskHuaweiUSA

TechTuesday Q: What is Huawei doing to bridge the digital divide in America? #HuaweiUSA

TechTuesday Q: What other edtech can Huawei do besides bring 5G to schools? #AskHuaweiUSA
TechTuesday Q: Does Huawei's ICT academy in America? How can my kid participate? #AskHuaweiUSA

TechTuesday Q: Are rural communities using your products right now to connect to the internet? #AskHuaweiUSA

TechTuesday Q: What is Huawei's DigiSchool project? How is it going to help rural schools? #AskHuaweiUSA

TechTuesday Q: I see a lot of Huawei press about the company investing in rural America but also negative stuff from the government – is Huawei big in rural America? #AskHuaweiUSA
TechTuesday Q: Is Huawei technology being used to support the use of more advanced technologies like livestream classes in rural areas?

#TechTuesday Q: Couldn't China be using Huawei as a proxy in schools to target young people? Will your technology brainwash our students?

TechTuesday Q: What is Huawei's DigiSchool project? How is it going to help rural schools?
# TechTuesday Q: What is Huawei doing to bridge the digital divide in America? Does Huawei have internships for high schoolers and college students? #AskHuaweiUSA

14 days of battery life for a smartwatch? That's unheard of! Read buzzdotie's full review of the WatchGT2e. tinyurl.com/y4ix7pym

#ICYMI You can catch @mohamedmikdour, @neil_sahota and @WillTownTech discussing how #AI and #5G are set to bring us all into a more intelligent world right here. tinyurl.com/y5ubj447

How AI makes 5G Networks more Intelligent and Efficient
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When the dot com bubble burst, a lot of companies folded. But Huawei forged on. 

We Are Huawei https://tinyurl.com/y2839rq5

Have you registered? At 2 p.m. ET Huawei’s Mohamed Madkour will be speaking alongside thought leaders Neil Sahota and Will Townsend about how AI is set to create more intelligent and efficient 5G networks. Don’t miss it. https://tinyurl.com/y6xo9rth

Join us now for today’s webinar to hear Huawei’s Mohamed Madkour, along with experts Neil Sahota and Will Townsend to discuss how AI can create more intelligent and efficient 5G networks. It’s happening at 2 p.m. ET. https://tinyurl.com/y6xo9rth

NOW STREAMING
WEBINAR: HOW AI APPLICATIONS WILL MAKE 5G NETWORKS MORE INTELLIGENT AND EFFICIENT
SCAN TO REGISTER AND WATCH
ICYMI check out this webinar where Huawei’s Joerg Thomas, Mark Rasch at Andrew Grosso & Associates and Trevor Hughes of Privacy Pros explain why. [https://tinyurl.com/y3jz8de5](https://tinyurl.com/y3jz8de5)

Why does America need strong privacy regulation?

That’s why we’ve made major moves to cut emissions and reuse materials. [tinyurl.com/yan4fnw](https://tinyurl.com/yan4fnw)

Our Earth is our future.

Meet Mike, a themes designer at Huawei, who draws design inspirations from playdough. #WeAreHuawei #ArtInTech [https://tinyurl.com/yy4r4owk](https://tinyurl.com/yy4r4owk)

and my Chinese name is Shao Mengqi
Huawei's Cloud Classroom enables users to connect to virtual desktops anytime, anywhere. What will you learn today?

Let's be honest - we all have moments when we feel stuck and unmotivated. Check out what tech gadgets Popsugar's editor Bree Grant uses to stay productive, including Huawei's #WatchGT2e. https://tinyurl.com/y3k643jp

What's the one feature of the #P40ProPlus that impresses Stuff Magazine the most? Check it out. https://tinyurl.com/y5y53ent
A red train transports visitors through Huawei's stunning Ox Horn campus in Dongguan. Take a tour with us! #WeAreHuawei

Without a strong education system, countries can't grow. Huawei believes in bringing knowledge to everyone. #Education4All

https://tinyurl.com/yyd2qma6

Developing smart schools to help make teaching simpler than ever - see how Huawei & Beijing Normal University work together to deploy #5G across campus.
The industry needs to come together and collaborate for #5G deployments. https://tinyurl.com/yddakq68

"It's not governments anymore by themselves, it's a multi stakeholder environment... a lot of this is about working together.

- Bruce McConnell
Executive Vice President
at EastWest Institute

With so many apps to explore, what are you waiting for?
#ExperienceEverything

"Huawei understands networks better than most global tech companies -- its phones always achieve the most reliable and fast connections to mobile and WiFi networks," says Buzz.ie. See what else they have to say about the Huawei #MateXs.
https://tinyurl.com/yxmb7jto
Huawei expanded overseas in the 2000s and won the hearts of customers with its innovative and quality products & services. This is our story. #WeAreHuawei

There are education gaps around the world that are keeping different regions from pushing forward. Our #TECH4ALL initiative is working to close them.

How will #5G really change your life? Our own #5G lady Daisy Zhu breaks it down.
#TechTuesday is on the way! If you have questions about how technology is helping rural education - send them along.
#DonMorrissey will be answering them all at 2 p.m. ET on 8/11. Head to HuaweiUSA's Twitter page to be a part of the action.
#AskHuaweiUSA https://tinyurl.com/y6uu6uyyp

RURAL EDUCATION Q&A
with Don Morrissey
Director of Congressional and Legislative Affairs at Huawei
Tuesday, Aug. 11, at 2 p.m. ET
#TECHTUESDAYQ&A

"New Value Together" is our theme for #HuaweiConnect 2020. Join us and industry experts as we explore how cloud, AI & 5G is driving digital transformation for businesses and individuals. Register for the free webcast now: https://tinyurl.com/yytdx9vt

Serving our communities and local schools is what we love doing and what keeps us going. #WeAreHuawei https://tinyurl.com/y2ddso3t
Immerse in your favorite tunes with no interruptions! Meet the #FreeBuds3i.

#HDC2020 is happening in a few weeks! On September 10-12 you have the chance to experience a fully connected, intelligent world. Want in?

Huawei owes its success to its investment in R&D and talent. #WeAreHuawei https://tinyurl.com/y2839rq5
On the hunt for a smartwatch that can track your daily activities? Look no further than the #WatchGT2e! Pro tip: It works even better when paired with other Huawei devices. https://tinyurl.com/y4lx7pym

Say hello to Huawei's full-stack #AscendAI software: this solution is set to deliver AI computing power of the ultimate accessibility, ease of use, and performance to organizations and developers. https://tinyurl.com/yynms8ff
For about 8 years, Huawei has been supporting and engaging Plano ISD to help teachers improve instruction in the classroom and the well-being of students. https://tinyurl.com/y2ddso3t

Huawei is a dedicated and active partner in the ISD Education Foundation, helping the local school district improve.

As the world's largest smartphone seller by volume in Q2 2020, #Huawei jumps from 61st to 49th place in this year's Fortune Global 500 ranking, making the top 50 for the first time. #HuaweiFacts https://fortune.com/company/huawei-investment-holding/

Hear lessons and experiences from the last two years at Huawei, as we drive towards AI-driven network automation through network use cases. Don't miss this webinar, featuring Dr. Mohamed Madkour, VP Global Wireless & Cloud Core Network Marketing and Solutions, Huawei Technologies, alongside Professor Neil Sahota and Senior Analyst Will Townsend. https://tinyurl.com/y5ubj447

How AI makes 5G Networks more Intelligent and Efficient

Joe Barrett
President of Global Mobile Suppliers Association

Mohamed Madkour
VP Global Wireless & Cloud Core Network Marketing and Solutions, Huawei Technologies

Neil Sahota
Chief Innovation Officer of Global AI Initiatives

Will Townsend
Senior Analyst, Networking Infrastructure Practice, Moor Insights & Strategy